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ABSTRACT 
Because oflthe hassle, an e-Mart is going to be developed which is an e-connnerce 
website that is going to sell goods to the UTP students, and have the goods ordered 
delivered to the students' doorstep. This website will help ease the students to buy 
goods without having to go outside of UTP campus. The website will sell products that 
are actually frolfl the brick-and-mortar stores that most students go to, to buy goods. 
Students can make orders, and have the goods delivered. Finding the market owners 
will be a challqnge, as this will be on online orders. The website will act as the 
intermediaries between the market and the students to make a purchase. The website 
will be the first one to be introduced in UTP that able the students to buy goods online. 
This report explains the progress of building the system where all the 
aspects involves explained in the result and discussion part of this text. The objective of 
this section states all the progress of building the system. It also researches on the online 
grocery shopping and also the Systems Analysis and Design of the Systems 
Development Life Cycle (SDLC). The methodology and also the findings from the 
SDLC are also discussed. There is also feasibility study that consists of three aspects to 
look into which are the operational study, technical study and also the economic study. 
The whole document discusses the progress of building the system where all the aspects 
involved are explained in the result and discussion part of this text. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
Due to the hassle for the UTP students to go out and buy groceries, it has come to 
a solution that an online weqsite that offers students' goods and groceries that students 
need in daily life and delivered to their doorstep is what the UTP students' need. The 
website will sell products that are actually from the brick-and-mortar stores that most 
students go to buy goods. Students can make orders, and have the goods delivered. It is 
important to carry ou~ further study on what the students think and their acceptance, and 
also to find shop ownyrs that are willing to sell their goods online, and deliver them to the 
UTP students for a small charge. 
The objective of this section is to discuss the overall result of this project which is 
an online website e-Mart for UTP students to buy goods. This study is to evaluate the 
potential success of this project before expanding a large amount on resources on it. It 
deals with the possibility that a system can be acquired or developed and used for some 
purposes within some environment. It is also to identify situations that if uncorrected will 
lead to failures. 
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1.2 Problem Statfment 
There are MallY aspects to look into when building an e-conunerce website. The 
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two most important lfanageQlent challenges in building successful e-conunerce website 
are developing a clear understanding of the business objectives and knowing how to 
choose the right technology to achieve those objectives. 
The business objectives of developing and e-Mart for UTP students are to provide 
an efficient way for the students to buy goods without the hassle of going outside of 
hostel. They can make orders from their hostel rooms and have the goods delivered to 
them. 
A systematic approach is required in building an e-commerce website. Decisions 
need to be made pn the website's hardware, software and teleconununications 
infrastructure. In this project, a simple hardware and software is needed as this website is 
small-sized businesses that are located in the UTP Tronoh area. 
The objective of this study is to gather enough data and informatiop on 
developing the website so the time in developing the website meets the timeframe that 
has been set up. 
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1.3 Objectives 
1. To identifr any is~ues that would prevent the business from being successful 
in the marketplace, 
11. To determjne whether the business idea makes sense. 
iii. To gather ~ata and information on developing the website. 
1v. To list the capabilities that the website will have (business objectives). 
v. To list tht! information elements that the system must produce in order to 
achieve thf busim;ss objectives i.e. product descriptions, graphics catalpgue, 
site log, et~. 
1.4 Scope of Study 
1. To select an appropriate business model for the business 
ii. To study on how to develop an e-commerce website 
111. To find th~ means of the payment methods 
IV. To make collaboration with shop owners in the nearby area ofUTP 
v. To develop the Systems Analysis/Planning 
v1. The simple logical and physical design of the website 
vu. To analyzt! the technical, operational and economic feasibility 
viii. To identity the risk and benefits of this project 
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What is e-commerce!? 
CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Electronic cormerce consists primarily of the distributing, buying, selling, 
marketing and serviqing of products or services over electronic system such as the 
Internet and other computer networks. Electronic commerce typically uses electr<mic 
communication technology of the World Wide Web and other computer technologies 
such as databases, e-mail, an<;! on non-computer technologies, such as transportation for 
physical goods sold via e-commerce [1]. Or simply put, doing business over the ir¥emet 
or the web. 
Today, it encpmpasses a very wide range of business activities and proc<{sses, 
from e-banking to offShore manufacturing to e-logistics. The ever growing dependef!Ce of 
modem industries on electronically enabled business process gave impetus to the growth 
and development of supporting systems, including backend systems, applicationf and 
also middleware. Elfamples are broadband and fiber-optic networks, supply-phain 
management softwar~, customer relationship management software, inventory c<,mtrol 
systems and financial accounting software [1]. 
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Why e"commerce? 
"In the long run, the combination of efficiency, intimacy, and community 
offered by direct-to-consumer marketing will have an impact on every industry 
and intermediary, "Deighton predicted [2], 
In the ten ye&rs since it began in 1995, e-commerce has grown in the 
United States from a standing start to a $172 billion retail business and a $1.5 trillion 
business-to-business juggernaut in 2005, bringing about massive change in business 
firms, markets, and consumer behavior. In the next five years, e-commerce in all of its 
forms is projected to continue growing at double-digit rates, becoming the fastest 
growing form of commerce in the world [3]. Whether it is business-to-business (B2B) or 
business-to-consumer (B2C), the key to successful e-business is focusing on business 
objectives first, followed very closely by technology goals. The Internet has the !)rand-
building capability of television; the product information delivery of print media, the 
capacity of direct mwketing' s targeted relationship and the order transaction capability of 
toll-free telephone numbers. This means it is very important that e-commerce initiatives 
be consistent with other media already in use. [4]. 
In today's glopalization on technology, the concept of online grocery shopping is 
not new anymore to us, especially in the western countries. You can find more online 
stores that provide you with the concept of ordering online and have the goods delivered 
to you. 
From ljl1 ACNielsen report on Global Consumer Attitude Towards Online 
Shopping, October 2005 [5], it says that one tenth of the world's population is shopping 
online and 627 million people have done shopping online; with the British and Germans 
are the world's biggest online shoppers, according to a recently conducted ACNielsen 
study. Meanwhile in Asia Pacific, South Korea and Taiwan rank highest with 90 percent 
respondent claimed they have made a pnrchase online. In the study it clearly shows that 
there is an upward trl!nd in global online shopping. While the growth is nearly all global 
market, it sees that the lesser developed markets are matnring faster than many of their 
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more developed counterparts. Based on the graph [Appendix 1] from the study, 6% are 
groceries with books in the highest rank by 34%. 
Cash-qn-delivery (COD) payment method is also popularly used in some 
Asia Pacific markets, ranking 2"d to credit card in India (29%) and Japan (25% ). China is 
most unique COD (34%) as the most used payment method followed by Bank Transfer 
(31%). Yet when asked about the preferred methods, credit cards (24%) actually comes 
second to COD (32%) in China, indicating an unmet need for online credit card usage in 
this market. 1n Japan and Taiwan, payment through convenient store is an important 
online purchase paY!Ilent method. Where credit cards rank first in both usage and 
preference, the fact that this method ranks second (Taiwan) or third (Japan) in terms of 
usage and ranks second in both markets in terms of preference, displays the important 
role that convenient srore plays in online shopping in these markets. 
There are many articles found that contributed to why online grocery shopping 
failed. Although there are many companies had faced bankruptcy in this business, we 
should consider in another way of perspective instead. 1n an article of "Why Online 
Grocery Shopping Failed?" [6], we should be asking "What would improve your grocery 
shopping?" instead of "Would you like to have your groceries delivered to your door 
instead of going to the supermarket and buy them yourself?" question. Based from the 
article, it is found that 33% of the Swedes buy groceries more than 4 times a week, and 
an average of 70% of the decisions on what to buy are made inside the store. The 
conclusion of the article is that the most important job someone can do for people who 
want to improve their shopping is to "help them make good decisions". 
1n another article [7] it gives the pros and cons of online grocery shopping. 
And the main reason why you should shop online is that the shoppers buying power is in 
their hand. Related to the first article, the shoppers can make good decisions, without 
buying unnecessary items. And of course, the other reasons are that there is no need to go 
out in all sorts of bad weather and trying to beat the crowd after day at work and also you 
can save fuel expenditure. All the points can relate to the students conditions, or 
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environments where students doesn't have a lot of money to spend on extra fuel, nor ,have 
they the extra time to do grocery shopping 4 times a week. Although UTP students prefer 
to eat outside, there are students who prefer home cooked meal and less food costs. 
The Food Marketing Institute (FMI) has identified reasons that people; 
generally speaking, choose to shop online (FMI, 2000). FMI research revealed that 86 
percent of consumer~ go online or access their computer on a daily basis. Of these 
individuals, 70 percynt use the Internet frequently for shopping. Those consumers 
between the ages of 25 to 34 are most likely to use the Internet for shopping. This 
situation can relate to the situation in UTP where all the students have access to the 
Internet 24 hours a day and they access their computer on a daily basis. Although through 
the research those cojlsumers are aged between 25 to 34 years old, we must remember 
that the case is they ¥e referring to the online stores globally and accept credit cards or 
PayPal as the paymejlt method. Whereas in this project, the consumers are students in 
UTP between the age~ of 17 to 26 where most of them do not own a credit card and most 
probably prefer COD or Bank Transfer. 
The decision to purchase groceries online occurs after consumers evaluate 
the benefits and costs of this decision versus using a traditional brick-and-mortar versus a 
straight online store. There are five critical elements that determine whether a consumer 




4. Service; and, 
5. Product variety. 
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Then &gain, there are the three most famous questions, the quality, price 
and also the convenience between online grocery shopping and the traditional grocery 
shopping. These questions depend on what the shopper believes. There are websites that 
focuses on the quality of their products and also still maintain good price. Convenience is 
just far way better to wmpare to the traditional shopping. 
Although mo~t articles focuses on groceries only, in this research, we will not 
focus on groceries only, but also goods that the students buy all the time such as 
stationeries, magazin~Js and books, ink printers, CD among others that are suitable for 
delivery system and are not fragile so that the students can trust the quality of the 
products. 
The growth of e-commerce activity is remarkable, prompting the need for 
continuing the evalu(ltion of how to provide better services under an enduring and 
increasing demand pn Internet resources. The feasibility analysis presents lrumy 
challenges described in [Chapter 3]. One of these challenges has to do with the need of 






• Initially, the Wpject i$ about developing an e-commerce website that sells &POds 
to students in UTP to help ease the students without having to go out of campus. 
Before devel9ping the website, a study is to be undertaken to identify who are the 
main target qf customers, who are the suppliers, what kind of products to be 
offered, and tft! means of delivery. After the research and all the informatiou has 
been gathered, then the business model will be identified, and also e-conunerce 
i 
solutions. Fin,ding the market owners that are willing to sell their goods on,line, 
and deliver them to the customers are another step for this project. Meeting with 
people, doing survey~ and making negotiations will be part of the next strP· A 
' ' 
thorough stuqy will be done on building the e-commerce website to ensure that 
the chosen te9hnology to achieve the business objectives is right. 
• Turning a good busiqess idea into a good business model is the most important 
aspect in starting a nt~w business, especially in e-commerce. Business modpl is a 
set of planned activities designed to result in a profit in a marketplacf and 
sometimes also referred as business process. There are many things !o be 
considered in developing a business model. Below are the key element~ of a 
business modfl: 
• For this specific e-cOJ;nmerce website, the business model chosen is Busine?s-to-
Consumer (B~C) in which online businesses seek to reach individual consufers. 
' ' 
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3.2 Project Activ.ties 
Building an e-commerce website requires full understanding of business, 
technology and social issues, as well as systematic approach. The first challenge in 
developing an e-co111fllerce site is to build a plan for developing the site. And then the 
second challenge is to understand the basic elements of e-commerce infrastructure. 
Planning is ~portant in creating an e-commerce site. For this phase, we need to 
develop a plan document. For this, one methodology that is suitable is the systems 
development life cycle (SDLC). 
SDLC is a methodology for understanding the business objectives of any system 
and designing appropri:;tte solution. It helps in creating documents that communicate the 







Figure 3.1: System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
5 major steps involved in the SDLC for an e-commerce site are: 
1) Systems Analysis/Planuing 
2) Systems Design 




In the Final Year Project part 1, the main focus of the SDLC was the first step 
which is systems analysis and planning. In this phase, we will try to answer the question 
"What do we want the e-commerce site to do?'' The purpose of system analysis is to 
develop requirement~ specification of the required system, which in this case are the 
requirements of the website. The deliverables for this phase are the requirements 
specification, and also the physical and logical models of the current environment [9]. 
Systems functionalities are a list of types of information systems capabilities that 
will be needed to achieve business objectives. There are the systems requirements and the 
deliverables in Chapter 4 that the website must have, and the capabilities the site needs to 
achieve the business objectives [Table 4.1]. 
Next is develqping the physical and logical design for the website that translates 
how all the functionality of the website will be delivered, which is the second phase of 
the SDLC. The logier! design includes a data flow diagram that describes the flow of 
information of the site, the processing functions that must be performed, and the database 
that will be used [Figure 4.1]. Meanwhile, the physical design translates the logical 
design into physical qomponents, which means it details the specific model of server to 
be purchased, the software to be used, the size of the telecommunications link that will be 
required and so on [Figure 4.2]. 
After the first phase, the project will progress to the third phase, which is the 
building the website. In this phase, the project will continue in-house which means that 
everything will be built from scratch to create and built the template of the website. 
At the second part of Final Year Project, the building and testing phase continues 
throughout the time duration discussed in the Gantt chart [Appendix 2]. The results are 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
I 
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3.2. 1 Analy~is Phas~: Feasibility Study 
There are threr aspects to look into when conducting a feasibility study. The first 
is to look into the opt;rational aspect that deals with whether or not the proposed system 
will meet the needs of its various users, be accepted and be used. The second aspect is the 
technical feasibility which deals with whether or not an e-commerce application can be 
constructed in a suitaple manner. It assess whether the application is possible to develop 
within the reasonable limits of complexity. Lastly is the economic feasibility that 
functions to consider whether or not we should expand the resource necessary to develop 
the system. It should outweigh the cost of developing and running the system. 
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3.2.1.1 The ,;.Iternatives 
3.2.1.1.1 Doing Nothing Different 
The buying goods procedures in UTP are through brick-and-mortar shops in the 
campus area or outside campus in the nearby location. There is no computerized, but it 
has traditional applic;:ations. There is no threat to the existing procedure, although 
enhancement would b~ a good start to utilize the Internet and e-commerce. 
3.2.1.1~2 Acquiring an Existing System 
Extending the application and the system online through e-Commerce can be used 
for the current businysses to extend their services. In this case, the shops in the UTP 
nearby locations can pevelop online databases for them to view orders from customers. 
Before, the legacy system may require customers to call the shops to make orders and 
have the goods delivefed to their houses. 
There are various numbers of software compames that produces genepc e-
commerce sites that qm be used to sell products online. To get started, the website ~ould 
use one of the systems available. 
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3.2.1.1.3 Dev~loping a Basic System 
The UTP e-Mart can pe developed with a basic e-commerce systems featurfS to 
serve customers and suppliers. By developing its own basic system it could: 
• Better pustomij<:e the system on doing business 
• Provid~ basic for future development 
I 
A basic systefll coul\1 go beyond just selling products for future e-commerce 
developments. 
• Custolfers wo11ld be able to make orders online 
• The sy~tem would be able generate the orders into the order database 
• The sy~tem would be able to keep track of orders, and customers' details 
3.2.1.1.4 Developing a Deluxe System 
The deluxe system for the UTP e-Mart would provide more shops for the UTP 
students, and more services. Customers would use the website to: 
• Order ;md pay online using Internet payment systems. 
• Able tq search for products from the website in the database systems. 
Other features of this deluxe system would include: 
• The system would be able to recognize the customer and automat!cally 
submit~ the customer's details to the order database with the order. 
• The syst~m would be able to decide which order goes to which ~op's 
order qat~tbase. 
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3.2.1.2 Operational Feasibility 
3.2.1.2.1 Doing Nothing Different Operational Feasibility 
The nature of the ma,rket environment is operating successfully with no major 
problems. Therefore, it is readily feasible to continue with the current operations. 
' 3.2.1.2.2 Acquiring an Existing System Operational Feasibility 
The advantag~ is that the website will acquire the necessary support of the system 
by acquiring the existing systems. It is expected that acquiring an existing system would 
be readily feasible in term of operational. 
3.2.1.2.3 Developing a Basic System Operational Feasibility 
The challeng<rs in moving into e-Commerce can be expected to create some 
difficulties that will be new to the businesses and also to the society. The greatest 
challenge is to evolve and to meet the changing expectations of the customers. It is 
difficult to anticipate how the need for constant change will be handled. However it is 
expected that developing a basic system will be feasible as the difficulties are not too 
great to overcome. 
3.2.1.2.4 Devfloping a Deluxe System Operational Feasibility 
Because of th.,: nature of the existing environment and of the proposed syste)lls, it 
is expected that developing a deluxe system may create more difficulties in developing 
and also maintaining the system. Thus it is expected that developing a deluxe system will 
be feasible with more difficulties in terms of operational. 
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3.2.1.3 Technical Feasibility 
Technical feasibility's purpose is to gain an understanding of the organization's 
ability to construct the proposed system. The analysis includes an assessment in 
understanding the possible target hardware, software, and operating environments to be 
used, as well as system size, and the complexity of this system. The teclmical feasibility 
analysis is in essence a technical risk analysis that strives to answer the question "Can we 
build it?" 
3.2.1.3.1 Familiarity with application: less familiarity generates more risk 
• The local groceries store has no knowledge and experience with Internet-
based sales application 
• The UTP students are very familiar with Internet and e-commerce 
applic~tion 
• The author has knowledge but little experience with e-commerce 
applic~tion 
3.2.1.3.2 Familiarity with technology: less familiarity generates more risk 
• The local groceries store has never developed any Internet application or 
Internet technology 
• The furthest technology the local groceries store has developed is a 
computerized POS system 
• The author is familiar with the Internet technology 
3.2.1.3.3 Project size: large projects have more risk 
• The author estimates the project is in moderate size 
• With some effort, the system can be designed with easy-to-use 
applications for the local groceries store owners 
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3.2.1.4 Econpmic Feasibility 
Economic feasibility's purpose is to identifY the financial benefits and costs 
associated with the development project. 
3.2.1.4.1 Doi,ng Nothing Different Economic Feasibility 
Categories of 
Costs Significant Major NJinor 
Development/Maintenance 
cost ?< 
Getting existing customers to use the system 9 
Attracting new customers X 
Threat of comoetitors aainina market share bv aoina on-line 0 
Table 3 .b Costs of Doing Nothing Different Economic Feasibility 
Cateaories of Benefits Sianificant Major Minor 
Expanded sales and customer Qase 0 
Revenue from service 0 
... Table 3.2: Benefits ofDomg Nothing Different Economic Feas1b1hty 
3.2.1.4.2 Ac'luiring an Existing System Economic Feasibility 
Categories of 





Getting UTP students to use the system X 
Attracting new customers X 
Threat of comoetitors aainina market share in aoina on-line 0 
Table 3.3: Costs of Acquiring an Existing System Economic Feasibility 
Cateaories of Benefits Sianificant Major Minor 
Expanded sales and c~stomer base 0 
Revenue from service 0 
. . ... Table 3.4: Benefits of Acqumng an Ex1stmg System Econom1c Feas1b1hty 
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3.2.1.4.3 Developing a Basic System Economic Feasibility 
Categories of 




Getting suppliers to usjl the system X 
Attracting new custom<!lrs and suppliers X 
... Table 3.5: Costs ofDevelopmg a Bas1c System Econormc Feas1b1hty 
Categories of Benefits Significant Major l\llinor 
Expanded sales and customer base for suppliers X 
Revenue from service~ X 
Experience with e-Cpmmerce to handle larger 
system X 
.. Table 3.6: Bynefits ofDevelopmg a Bas1c System Econom1c Feas1b1hty 
3.2.1.4.4 Developing a Deluxe System Economic Feasibility 
Categories of 




Getting existing customers to use the system X 
Getting suppliers to pa'rticipate i~ the system X 
Attracting new customjlrs and suppliers X 
Table 3.7: Costs ofDevelopmg a Deluxe System Econom1c Feasibility 
Categories of Benefits Significant Major l\llinor 
Experience with a-Commerce to handle new competition X 
Improves handling of orders X 
Revenue from !>ervices 
provided X 
.. Table 3.8: Benefits ofDevelopmg a Deluxe System Econormc Feas1b1hty 
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3.3 Design Phase 







Add to cart 
Finish 
Fo,rm 
No Register Customer Database 
l __ _j 






Figure 3.2: The System Flowchart 
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The system fl~Jwchart explains the flow of the system. The user logs iu into the 
system. For this system, it requires customers (UTP students especially) to register into 
the web site. If the visitor has not yet register into the system, it will lead the user to 
register. The new member will be updated into the customer's database. When the 
customer logs in, it f.Vill take the customer to the catalog page where customers can 
browse through to m~e purchase. The user adds the products they want to buy into the 
shopping cart. If the user wants to select/buy more products, it will return to the catalog 
page again. After the user finishes shopping, it will return to the order form to confirm 
the products in the sqopping cart. When the user confirms the purchase, the details will 
be stored into the order database. It will then notifY the owner of the mini market to 
deliver the goods. 
3.3.2 Systems Diagram 





















Figure 3.3: The Systems Diagram 
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Product Presentation 
The product presentation function provides the customer with information about the 
product through the user interface (browser). The information includes: 
• Product advertisement, including product descriptions and features 
• Product views; product photo 
• Detailtld product specification 
Order Entry 
The order entry function allows a customer to place an order for selected products. 
Information about eaqh product ordered is added to the electronic shopping cart, which is 
a database of orders in process. One characteristics of this function is the number of 
mouse clicks required by the customer to order an item. 
Electronic Payment 
The electronic payment function provides the capabilities for the customer to pay for the 
order and complete the transaction. Payment options include COD (cash-on-delivery) and 
Internet banking (BCB, Maybank). 
Order Fulfillment 
This function provides for the delivery of the product. For this case, the delivery 
responsibility is on the mini markets. 
Customer Service 
This function provides assistance to customers who have problems or questions related to 
the purchasing process. Example is FAQ. 
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Data Acquisition 
This function captures data during customer interaction with the system. Some of the data 
acquired, such as c~stomer' s personal details and bank account is stored customer 
database. Customer privacy should be guaranteed when data is required. The customer 
should be informed o( this guarantee. 
Data Analysis 
The data analysis funption analyzes the data in the data warehouse. Data mining will be 
' 
used for the purpose to identifY trends, relationship, and other useful information. The 
result can be used for decision making in many areas, especially marketing. 
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3.4 Building Pha~e 
Towards the 9uilding phase, the author has been developing the template for the 
website and also has been gathering information on PHP and MySQL for the database for 
the system. 
3.4.1 PHP 
PHP (Hyperte/[t Preprocessor), a server-side scripting language to build websites 
I 
with more interactive features. It is the easiest and most powerful scripting language, 
therefore makes it the best for the author to learn and use for the e-commerce website. 
3.4.2 MySQL 
Using MySQL, the database server will provide the ease of storing information 
for the catalog, cusromer 4tformation, and order entry. It is very useful to store 
information categorically. Author chose to use MySQL because of it is free to download 
and easy to use. 
3.4.3 Shopping Cart 
Shopping cart in a website is very useful to assist people in making purchases 
online. Its function is the same as the traditional shopping cart. It allows online customers 
to place items they wish to purchase in the cart. When checking out, or to confirm all the 
items to be purchased in the cart, the system will auto calculate the total of the orders or 
items in the card, including shipping or any other charges applicable. For this fe11ture, 
there is much free software offered online. Finding the right system that can enhance the 
website that offers flexibility and easy-to-use is very important. 
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3.5 Tools/Equipment 
This final year projec~ is a prqject that does not involve any devices, only software a1)d 




• Microsoft FrontPage/Dreamweaver 
• HTML 
• PHP/mySQL Database 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Requirement, and Specifications 
As in the previous chapter has discussed, the project has been in the second phase, which 
is the systems design, and will proceed to the third phase in the SDLC. 
System Requirements Deliverables 
• Display goods • Online catalogue 
• Add new customer • Add customer screen 
• Enter customer order • Customer order entry screen 
. 
• Transaction p~yment • Shopping cart/payment systems 
• Customer information • Sales database 
Table 4.1: The requirements and spec1ficatwns for UTP e-Mart 
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For this report, all the business objectives, the requirements and the specifications 





















Figure 4.1: The logical design of the UTP e-Mart System 






Finn's Website Shopping Cart 
Figure 4.2: The physical design of the UTP e-Mart System 
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For this projept, it is not new in the United States where they have an online 
website that offers food delivery for the students in the main universities in the United 
States [10]. Although the product is different, but the concept is the same, where the food 
chains at the local ar!!a, namely Domino's Pizza, Chilli's, T.G.I Fridays among others. 
The food chains registered to the website, as well as students registered to the website 
under their University and make orders. The same concept applied for this project, the 
only difference is the products, which is goods, any kind of goods that students buy most 
of the time. At the latest to date, an e-commerce website have been introduces in 
Malaysia, which is www.egroceries.com.my that has the same concept of providing 
groceries online to the citizen in Klang Valley. Although, the website differ in the context 
where the eGroceries.com.my is from one store only (the main provider of goods) that 
sells goods whereas this project, UTP e-Mart consists of combination of stores or grocery 
market that sells their products mainly to the UTP students online. 
There are many online groceries shopping websites that offer online order and 
delivery to the customers' doorstep. But in the UTP enviromnent, with the technology 
used to the maximum, there is no such system/website that offers the students the same 
service. 
The nature of e-commerce has been increasingly leading to the number of e-
commerce issues that we need to look careful into. In this case, the issues are mainly the 
payment systems and privacy and security. The payment systems that this project will 
focus will be less a hassle such as credit card payment or PayPal as the customers will be 
I 
mostly students who do not own any credit card. Therefore it will be much easier to 
handle internet bankiqg or cash on delivery system. While for the security issue, mainly it 
is because of the students' information with bank accounts and the privacy of the students 
'personal information. In this case, we will be making sure that the website will not 
require much information of the customers that involves privacy and security issues. 
Other prospective that this project will look into is advertising and marketing, as 
well as the business model. This research will look closely into the business model to 
make sure that the website will survive, or the concept will be enhanced furthermore. In 
this situation, the niche market is very specific and the area is very small. Taman Majuin 
Tronoh is not big and has small community with less information regarding Internet and 
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technology. Therefore, it will be more difficult to enter with an online website that 
requires the local vendors to participate as they might not have any education on Internet 
and technology. 
4.2 Feasibility StfdY 
4.2.1 Operational Feasibility 
Based from the feasibility analysis, the alternative chosen is to develop a basic 
system. There will be challenges in developing a new system, but it will be feasible and 
the challenges are not too great to overcome. 
4.2.2 Technjcal Feasibility 
Based from th~ feasibility analysis, the risk level is high when considering the fact 
that most mini markets or local groceries store has no knowledge or experience in 
computerized system or Internet technology. Therefore, it will be quite difficult to 
embark on this systell). 
4.2.3 Econoplic Feasibility 
Based from the feasibility analysis done, based from the alternatives given (Doing 
nothing, Acquire existing system, Developing a basic system, and Developing a deluxe 
system), it is concluded that it is best to Develop a basic system. 
When considering the costs involved in developing a basic system from scratch, it 
is not costly as most technology nowadays offer free services, such as web hosting, 
shopping cart (which may be developed instead of using the software offered), an<;! also 
building the website. 
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4.3 Building Pha~e 
In this buildiqg phase, finding the correct software/system for the e-coiiiii)cerce 
website is very criticjll as there are many offered that has different features and a,bility 
and also complexity. There are also the cases of freeware and price issue. This matter is 
faced especially in chposing the right software for the shopping cart. 
There are requireme11ts and also key issues of ease to use and flexibility to 
consider in choosing 'he mos\ compatible and suitable shopping cart system. It should do 
what is needed witho11t too much administrative work and also other features such as the 
ability to exchange data between internal and external database. 
Order automation is &lso very important where the orders will be feed into the 
I 
order system, with all other aspect such as taxes, discounts and delivery charges to be 
handled automatically by the system. 
The most imnortant aspect that the shopping cart system to do is to handle the 
products information, searching and also ordering. 
But there will be an issue for the system to identifY the payment method, as in this 
e-commerce website, the payment method does not include any credit cards and also 
PayPal transaction. P&yment by cash-on-delivery (COD) is the only option at the m9ment 
I 
as there may not be many customers that have the ability to make payments via the online 
payment method mentioned. 
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4.4 Interface 
UTP e-Mart Homepage 
.. Be'ier.a(Jil~ 
.. Household 
.. Personal Care 
·• stlll:tonerle; 
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~~~~~~""~ 
Home About U~ 5Ui)port SerVI(es [ontuds Help FAQ 
Figure 4.3: UTP e-Mart Homepage 
Figure 4.3 shows the Homepage of the UTP e-Mart website. This homepage is the 
main page of the website where it consists of the task pane for the ease of users to 
navigate throughout the website. There is also the login section for the members to log in 
into the system. The user can choose to view products by store or by product categories 
such as food, beveragy, household products, stationeries and also personal care. 
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UTP e-Mart Registration Form 
1 ... fllod 
I -+ Beverages I ·• Household 
I -> Personal Care I -+ stationeries 
UTP e-Mart "''""'""'"'"""''"' 
Promotion Support 
Titla: 1--P~e<Ke Select One-:_~'] 
tl""'"'!"'~-~"""='~~ ~ '"""'-~-..,.,....,-~"l''"'""""'' 
Home About Us sur1port Seo v1ces Contacts tiel» FAQ 
Figure 4.4: UTP e-Mart Registration Form 
The figure 4.4 shows the registration form for users to register to the website. When a 
user clicks on the "Register" link, it will take the user to the registration form. The form 
consists of only the most important, and required data from the user such as name, UTP 
address (Village), phone number, email address and also password. 
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+ Personal Care 
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Figure 4.5: UTP e-Mart View Product 
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The figure 4.5 shows the View Product page with the product details aud price. 
When a user clicks on a products page or name, it will lead the user to the View Product 
page. The page consists of the product's picture for the user, the name aud description of 
the product aud also the price ofthe product. There are also buttons for the user either to 
buy the product, or gq back to the homepage. 
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UTP e-Mart Order Form 
: i 
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Figure 4.6: UTP e-Mart Order Form 
The figure 4.6 shows the order form of each product when a user clicks on the button 
! 
'Add to Cart' shown in Figure 4.5. User need to fill in the form for each product that 
he/she wants to buy av.d state the quantity the user wants. After completing the form, JlSer 
can click to the 'Submit' button and the order will be saved into the order database. User 




CON~LUSIONS AND RECCOMENDATIONS 
5.1 Conclusion 
As a conclusiqn, the proposed project title ofUTP e-Mart can help the students to 
be able to buy goods without having the difficulties of going outside of the university's 
campus. This e-Mart will provide goods that students need in their daily life. The goods 
will be supplied by the market owners in the nearby area such as Taman Maju. Also, the 
goods will be deliveryd to the students. This website's concept is to act as intermediaries 
between the businesses to the customer. Through hard work and good research on the 
issues related andjud~ments, the objectives of this project can be fulfilled successfully. 
E-commerce is the largest growth area oftoday's economy and is likely to remain 
so for many years to (:orne. Each year, both B2B and B2C volume and percentage of the 
business transactions keeps increasing. 
As the use of e-commerce grows, so are the demands of those who use it. People 
and organizations can readily shop around the Web to find products, prices, and services 
that suit them best. A.j:ty e-commerce that meets the users' needs than its competitors will 
survive. 
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5.2 Future Enhancements 
After doing some researches and observations, I noticed that there are numerous 
potential enhancements through this e-commerce website, UTP e-Mart that can be 
applied in the future such as: 
• Methods of payment. Because of at the current moment, the methods of 
paymep.t used are COD (Cash-On-Delivery) and also Internet Banking 
(Mayb;mk, CIMB), the other online payment methods that can be 
enhanced into using are credit cards and also PayPal transaction or any 
other online payment methods. 
• More interactive interface. The website's interface can be enhanced to be 
more interactive and user friendly. The amount of clicks also can be 
reduced to avoid users' disappointments because of the hassle in 
naviga}ipg through the pages. 
• Service and support. For many companies involved in e-commerce, a 
signifiyant cost is the after-sales service and support. By improving the 
service and support, the e-commerce system can provide full satisfaction 
to the customers. 
• Organized product categories. Because shops may sell the same product, 
with same or different price, it is suggested to have a better solution for 
users to se.arch for the products, by categories or by the shop itself. 
• A comprehensive database. Enhancing the databases of users, products, 
and also shops. 
• Proof of sales/delivered products. To come up with an organized way to 
proof the ordered and delivered products in the database. Confusion may 
occur if the database does not have a feature to identify which good has 
been delivered or not. Shops may come out with receipts, and need to 
update the database of the delivered goods. It is good to keep track and 
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have records of the delivered goods for a better service and customer 
satisfaction. 
This UTP e-Mart mainly operates within UTP only that consists of the shops in 
the nearby area. Thls concept of e-commerce is suitable if we expand its business area 
into a wider scope, and incre(\se the other shops' participants. 
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I Aug 2007 Sep2007 Oct 2fJ07 I ID Task Name Start Finish Duration 
7122171291 815 1811218119181:?6 912 1 919 19/1619123 9!30 !ton ltott4110/2tlt012811114 
1 BUilding & TesUng 7/23/2007 . 9/7/2007 7w . 
2 Progress Report 1 submission 8/1312007 8/17/2007 1w • 
. 
3 System Testing . 8/13/2007 917/2007 4w 
4 Progress Report 2 submission 9/17/2007 9/21/2007 1w • 
5 Semina'r-2 9/24/2007 10/12/2007 . 3w 
6 Implementation 9/17/2007 11/16/2007 9w 
7 Poster Exhibition 10/1/2007 10/512007 1w Ill 
8 Submission of dissertation (soft bound) 10/15/2007 10/19/2007 1w • 
9 Oral Presentation 10/22/2007 10/26/2007 1w Ill 
10 SubniisSion of Project Dissertation (Hard Bound) 10/29/2007 11/212007 1w Ill 
Appendix 2: Projected Gannt Chart for FYP Part II 
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